
New: Oliva Serie V Melanio Edicion Limitada
2018
Oliva Cigar Company will launch its 2018 limited edition at the Intertabac Fair in Dortmund,

Germany . The Serie V Melanio Edicion Limitada is a Robusto presented in a beautiful black

lacquer collectible case containing 10 cigars. It will be available in October 2018.

The Serie V Melanio Edicion Limitada 2018 is full flavoured yet smooth. It is expertly blended

with Nicaraguan Habano tobaccos from the Jalapa region, an area known for a more nuanced

leaf, than neighboring Esteli or Condega regions. This carefully aged Jalapa blend produces a

particularly rich smoke. The wrapper is a proprietary seed grown by Oliva in Ecuador. This

Limitada is  made up of only  the finest premium, aged tobaccos that overflow with character.

Limited edition box



ABOUT J. CORTÈS

J. Cortès is a family run company with a passion for cigars. Cigars in all shapes and sizes. It's a never-ending
story of dedication and craftsmanship that started in 1926. Don't smoke but enjoy! Our prime brands are J.
Cortes, Country, Neos and Amigos. For the major European countries we have strong in-house sales teams; for

This exceptional cigar is presented in a beautiful limited edition black lacquer wooden case. The

luxurious look and feel of the outer sleeve is reminiscent of a box of fine chocolates.

The wooden box contains 10 cigars and only 1000 boxes were produced. This makes a total of

10.000 cigars available only outside the United States.

Other specifications:

Wrapper : Ecuador

Binder : Nicaragua

Filler: Nicaragua

 

Oliva Cigar

http://www.olivacigar.com/
https://jcortes.pr.co/images/289960
https://jcortes.pr.co/images/290144


other markets our brands are in the hands of our export managers and sold over 80 countries globally. In 2016
CEO Fredje fell in love with artisanal cigar company Oliva Cigars, based in the US and Nicaragua. A business
marriage was set and it turned out to be the party of the year. The Cortès family business now spreads across
two continents.

Don't smoke but enjoy!
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